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1.

INTRODUCTION

What does the perfect interaction between a human and a computer look like? This question has driven
much work in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) over the past several decades, and while the answer
(either explicitly or implicitly) typically ranges from “interaction should be natural” to “technology
should be invisible” [Weiser 1999], there remains general consensus that a “socio-technical” gap will
always remain a between the capabilities of systems, and the varied needs of people [Ackerman 2000].
This position paper suggests that Collective Intelligence (CI), in the form of Crowdsourcing for Human Computation (HCOMP), has the potential to bridge this socio-technical gap while enabling users
to attain super-human performance on a wide range of tasks that they may seek to accomplish. In
this paper, I outline possible intellectual directions for work in this space, and hope for this to act as a
call-to-action for both crowdsourcing and interaction researchers.
2.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A significant amount of prior work in HCI, crowdsourcing, and human computation has led the field
to this point. While it is a highly incomplete history of these fields, this section highlights a few key
pieces of work to provide context for the discussion below.
2.1

Communication and Interaction

The way in which people have interacted with their environment and objects within it has been long
studied (e.g., [Gibson 1977]). Without computational augmentation, mediation, or facilitation (provided by Social Computing Systems), these interactions were limited in scope. Conversations happened between smaller groups of people, over longer spans of time; physical gestures were only visible
in face-to-face interactions; and the coordination of work was limited by the human time required to
coordinate [Clark and Brennan 1991; Yates 1993].
With the advent of computer-mediated communication, these activities can be scaled, but not fundamentally changed [Olson and Olson 2000]. People can be said to interact with either tools or agents in
environments (which provide an interactional context). Tools are artifacts used to enhance one’s ability
to complete a target task, and are used to directly accomplish a goal or subtask. Even complex tools
are largely deterministic: when working properly, the outcome of an action taken with a tool—be it a
hammer or a computer—is deterministic up to the stochasticity of the environment or context in which
it is used. Agents, on the other hand, are entities that can reason or function on their own, and thus
cannot be engaged with the deterministic assumptions we have when it comes to tools.
The importance of accurate mental models has been noted previously for both tools and agents [Bansal
et al. 2019; Norman 2014]. Mental models are approximate understandings of operation that allow
people to reason about interaction [Norman 2013]. While the need for mental models applies to agents
and tools alike, the mental models people form of agents are not simply more complex versions of the
ones we form for tools. Instead, we tailor our mental models of intelligent agents to involve communication and clarification (versus repeated and/or controlled observations for tools). Natural languages
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have evolved over time to suit the communication needs of the cultures and context in which they
are used, but have historically always been focused on interaction with intelligent agents (namely,
humans) [Allen 1995]. While recent UIs have used natural language for interaction, these are often
represent changes in modality (e.g., speech), rather than genuine uses of language as one of the most
effective ways to mitigate and overcome conceptual and knowledge gaps.
2.2

Collective Intelligence, Human Computation, and Crowdsourcing

Human Computation—which integrates human feedback into computational processes—allows us to
leverage input from people in ways never before possible. Crowdsourcing allows these processes to scale
up and leverage collective intelligence for more accurate responses [Little et al. 2010; Lin et al. 2012].
Work in this space has shown that these systems can accomplish tasks that computation alone are
not able to accomplish, such as image labeling [Russell et al. 2008; Song et al. 2018; Song et al. 2019],
creative tasks [Kim et al. 2014; Kittur 2010], and even more general computation [Kittur et al. 2011;
Zhang et al. 2011]. However, a majority of these applications focus on tasks in which responses are
generated offline for later use (e.g., to train machine learning systems to operate in future interactions).
2.3

Real-time and Interactive Crowdsourcing

Real-time and near-realtime crowdsourcing [Bigham et al. 2010; Lasecki et al. 2011; Bernstein et al.
2011] introduced the ability to elicit human responses on-demand, without needing to collect data a priori in order to train a system. Continuous Real-time Crowdsourcing [Lasecki et al. 2011], or Interactive
Crowdsourcing [Lasecki et al. 2014], extends this idea further to support continual refinement and progression towards a goal within a single interaction. This has enabled tasks like conversation [Lasecki
et al. 2013b; Huang et al. 2016], real-time captioning [Lasecki et al. 2012], robot perception [Gouravajhala et al. 2018], activity and event recognition [Lasecki et al. 2013a; Laput et al. 2015; Lasecki et al.
2018], UI control [Lasecki et al. 2011; Oney et al. 2018] and prototyping [Lasecki et al. 2015; Lee et al.
2017] to be supported on-the-fly with human intelligence. This enables systems to exhibit “zero-shot
functionality”, the ability to work the first time even when a new or unknown situation is encountered.
More recently, Instantaneous Crowdsourcing [Lundgard et al. 2018] has introduced the possibility
of human-powered systems capable of responding within milliseconds. This expands the potential applications of collective intelligence to settings where human insight is needed at machine speeds.
3.

THE INTELLECTUAL CHALLENGE OF HCOMP FOR INTERACTION

The thesis of this paper is that Hybrid Intelligence Systems (HyIntS, pronounced “hints”)—which
operate via a combination of human (often, crowd) and machine intelligence—have the potential to
bridge the socio-technical gap. The core question that must be asked when facilitating interaction
using collective intelligence is:
How can the varied abilities of multiple intelligent agents be synthesized in a way that is
coherent, consistent, and quick enough to enable effective interaction within a target context?
Scaffolding computational tools with human intelligence can allow for more flexible, and thus robust,
systems than we would otherwise be able to automate entirely in the foreseeable future.
3.1

Human-Powered Human-Computer Interaction

As discussed in the Related Work section, prior work in crowdsourcing has demonstrated a wide range
of methods and application areas for enabling interaction via human intelligence [Lasecki et al. 2014].
While at first it appears intuitive that humans can collectively facilitate interaction given that individual humans can, the need to synthesize responses from multiple people in order to achieve sufficient
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performance or availability for the system as a whole calls this into question. In fact, many (perhaps
most) interactions do not generalize to groups without significant modification [André et al. 2014]. As
a result, we need new approaches to coordination that fit within the constraints of interaction.
A central challenge that results from this is the need to find new ways to coordinate the effort of
the agents within the system in ways that are able to go beyond traditional limits of human organization. Human Computation has arisen largely as a study of the organization of work and human effort
through a computational lens, and has shown promise as a fruitful approach to breaking these prior
limits. However, the ways in which people form and update mental models to better communicate,
how context is shared effectively between requester and worker, and how communication costs can be
mitigated in group interactions are all vital to pushing the envelope in interactive settings.
3.2

Hybrid Intelligence Systems as an Enabling Technology

Combining human and machine intelligence to create Hybrid Intelligence Systems (HyIntS) can leverage human computation’s view of organizations through a computational lens to better bridge human
effort to computational approaches to solving tasks and coordinating work. Current HyIntS combine
human agents with automated tools, but the definition encompasses human-tool and human-agent
groups all the same. While a full discussion of the increased complexities of coordinating hybrid groups
of agents is beyond the scope of this paper (see [Lasecki 2015] for more on this subject), the challenges
largely lay in supporting human reasoning about interaction with non-human agents. This effectively
increases the complexity of the interaction surface between contributors within a group.
4.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Over the last decade, we have seen exceptional strides forward in Human Computation, Crowdsourcing, and other means of leveraging collective intelligence in the facilitation of new capabilities and
interactions. However, I believe this is only the beginning – the scale at which we have seen interaction with HyIntS is still relatively small, and history suggests this is but one scale at which to think
of interaction. Teams, collaboration, and organization at a macro scale provide a compelling set of future research directions in this space. While much of the recent study of crowdsourcing and collective
intelligence in human computation systems has stemmed from the HCI literature in and adjacent-to
Computer Science, the study of Management as technology (the study of the knowledge and techniques
of human organization) is a central precursor to much of this work. Kuipers [Kuipers 2012] notes that
in many ways the idea of a corporation—both conceptually and legally—is already one of a single collective entity with capabilities that exceed any one individual. In fact, the value of a firm is defined
in terms of the value added to the work of the constituent members, meaning a successful corporation
must also outperform the group of employees that comprise it.
Even more recently, work has explored how the idea of collective intelligence at scale can be rethought
using a combination of people and technology. The rapid creation of coordinated groups [Retelny et al.
2014] has significant implications for firms [Davis 2018] and organizations broadly. But while interaction at this scale may look different, the core challenge remains the same. Only new work in finding
the limits [Retelny et al. 2017] and opportunities can make bridging the interaction gap possible.
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